
 
 

PARTY RENTAL CONTRACT AGREEMENT 
 

TERMS & CANCELLATIONS 

At time of reservation, a 25% deposit of the total rental amount is required. This deposit allows us to hold the items 
out of inventory for the date provided by the lessee. This deposit is non-refundable when the rental date is reserved. 
The remaining 75% balance is due in full at time of rental.  

If damages to equipment occur, the lessee will be charged a damage fee. If items are lost, the lessee will be 
charged the replacement cost.  

SITE PREPERATION FOR INTALLATION 

Lessee must insure that the area of which the tents and accessories are set up is ready and cleared.  This means that 
the area must be completely free of obstructions before Happy Glampers arrives at the location. By signing this 
agreement, the lessee acknowledges that Happy Glampers is not responsible for damages that may occur during set-
up.  

SET UP – TAKE DOWN - PICK UP 

Happy Glampers provides set up for each tent package and individual tent rented. The tents and accessories are to be 
assembled and disassembled by a Happy Glampers staff member only.  This is done to avoid any destruction to our 
products. Set up may take up to 1 hour depending on the number of tents rented.  Please be advised that all personal 
property is to be removed from the set-up area so Happy Glampers is able to take down the tents in a timely manner.  
All Happy Glampers products are picked up the next day starting at 9:00 am.  This pickup time slot is based on how 
many pickups there are that morning.  A designated pick up time will be scheduled prior to Happy Glampers 
leaving set up.   

INDEMNIFICATION & DEFENSE 

Lessee agrees that if any injury occurs or damage occurs from Happy Glampers Rental Equipment, that it is the 
lessee’s responsibility to compensate third parties. Lessee will also indemnify Happy Glampers and its employees for 
any judgment rendered against them.   

 

Employee Signature ______________________________________   Date: __________ 

 

Customer Signature ______________________________________   Date: ____________  

	


